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CONCURRENT SESSION FIVE 10:30-12:00 

 

(13.) 2nd of two block session Finding Common Ground: Working Effectively with Others 
When Things Get Hard (Interactive Lecture)  
This exciting workshop will focus on finding common ground in 1-to-1 communication, team 
interactions, and broader systems. In each area, we will discuss tools for self-assessment and 
research based strategies for positive action including communication techniques, decision 
making paradigms, guidelines for achieving consensus, and techniques for eliciting administrative 
support. 

 
Gayl Bowser’s work as an independent consultant focuses on the integration of 
technology into the educational programs of students with disabilities. In the 
public school setting she has been a general education teacher, a special 
education teacher and a school administrator. Today, Ms. Bowser provides 
assistive technology consultation, training and technical assistance throughout the 
United States and internationally. 

 

  

18. iPads in the Schools: Built-in Accessibility Features and Apps to Assist Students with 
Reading and Writing (Interactive Lecture) This is a repeat of a prior session offered Monday 
afternoon.  
In this session I will show educators how to set up and use the accessibility features that are built 
into iPads such as text-to-speech and voice recognition. Several apps will be demonstrated as well 
such as: Readiris (OCR app - optical character recognition) to take a photo of and convert a page 
of text to an accessible format, ClaroPDF to read the converted document to students and also to 
type onto the PDF, Skitch-free app to type onto PDFs, Evernote-a nice note-taking app, Bookshare 
app Voice Dream Reader-reads aloud books and PDFs, Audible-audiobooks with human voice, 
Dragon Dictation-speech recognition for older iPads that do not have Siri, and CoWriter along 
with two other word-prediction apps.  
 

Kelley Wilson, Assistive Technology Specialist, Eugene School District, has been 
working in special education for over 20 years, first in an occupational therapy role, 
then as a consulting teacher and assistive technology specialist for the past 6 years. 
Kelley works with students of all ages and abilities. OTs in special education use 
technology quite a lot, and it was a natural transition for her. 

 
 

19. Technology Beyond the Classroom (Bring Your Own Device) 
This session will focus on a pilot program working with transition age individuals with disabilities 
focused on the effective use of mobile technology to use in employment, community living and 
post-secondary education.  With the availability of smartphones and tablet devices, this project 
will aide participants with developing an interactive universally designed toolkit of supports that 
can be customized to the needs of each individual in order to promote independence.  This 
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session will highlight the tools/apps that were shared with project participants to facilitate 
successful transition. 
 

Mike Marotta is a RESNA Certified Assistive Technology Professional (ATP) with over 
25 years’ experience in the field of Assistive Technology, providing direct consumer 
services and professional development activities (both pre-service and in-service). He 
is the President of his own consulting company, Inclusive Technology Solutions, LLC. 
He trains AT professionals & educators nationally and internationally and is an adjunct 
professor teaching pre-service educators about Universal Design for Learning and 
Assistive Technology at Felician College and Ramapo College of NJ. Mike is the 

founder of edcampAccess NJ and edcampAccess International - edcamp experiences focused on 
technology supports for students with disabilities. 
 

20. Assistive Technology for Reading, Comprehension, and Demonstration of Knowledge 
(Interactive Lecture) (Vendor Presentation) 
This presentation will showcase best practices for educators to address the needs of students 
who struggle with age appropriate literacy skills in accessing content, gaining meaning, and 
expressing what they have learned.  When students have conditions which affect their ability to 
read efficiently, like dyslexia or a learning disability, they can invest all their effort decoding 
words-infringing on their ability to comprehend the meaning of text and ultimately what they 
learn. 
 

Leigh Ann Kiernan serves Kurzweil Education customers in Alaska, Hawaii, 
Kentucky, Oregon, Washington, and West Virginia.  She has multiple years of 
experience in educational sales at Scientific Learning, where she helped 
thousands of families who have children with learning disabilities.  Her 
extensive background in reading intervention software will benefit you and 
your students who struggle with English Language Arts.  Leigh Ann is excited to 
learn more about participants’ literacy goals and needs.  She is available to help 

you determine the best approach to support your student so they can read, understand, and 
demonstrate their knowledge. 
 

21. Co: Writer and Snap&Read Universal for Google (Interactive Lecture) (Vendor 
Presentation) This is a repeat of a prior session offered Monday morning. 
 Your favorite Don Johnston programs are now cloud based. On the reading side, students get 
Dynamic Text Leveling, real-time support for inaccessible text and translation into 91 languages. 
Writing has never been more supported with flexible spelling and the use of Topic Dictionaries, 
covering every curriculum topic. New student-safe data reporting informs remediation and 
improves outcomes across reading and writing tasks. Come and see how new accessible 
technologies, plus Google, are changing AT! 
 

Jason Burke is a Senior Educational Support Specialist at Don Johnston 
Incorporated.  He conducts presentations and trainings at all levels of educational 
organizations.  He has knowledge of educational trends and maintains close 
relationships with administrators, principals, district directors and teachers who 
work with all students, both in special education and in regular education. Jason’s 
expertise allows him to help educators integrate technology solutions into their 

classrooms so that struggling students improve literacy performance. 
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